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Abstract
Anovelmethod based on theVirtual ParticleMori–Tanaka (VPMT) is developed to predict the
effective electro‐elastic properties, d33 and g33, of structured piezoelectric particulate composites with
improved accuracy bymeans of a single parameter related to the spatial distribution of imperfectly
aligned rod‐like PZT particles. TheVPMTmethod is found to have excellent prediction capabilities
for idealized particle configurations. Several new correction functions are presented to capture the
drop in piezoelectric composite’s electro‐elastic properties as a function of topological imperfections.
These imperfections are related to longitudinal and lateral inter‐particle spacings and the topology of
the chain like structures themselves. The functions are evaluated in detail and showphysically
consistent behaviour.

1. Introduction

Piezoelectric ceramics distinguish themselves fromothermaterials through their electromechanical coupling
whichmakes them suitable for sensor, actuator, and energy harvesting applications [1–3]. The inherent
brittleness and difficultmanufacturability of thesematerials limits their use for applications inwhich
mechanicalflexibility is required. Currently availableflexible piezoelectricmaterials, such as PVDF, showpoor
piezoelectric coupling and high susceptibility to piezoelectric degradation due to environmental influences,
whereas piezoelectric ceramics are resilient and chemically inert.

To bypass the inherent drawbacks of piezoelectric ceramics, piezo-polymer compositematerials (PCMs)
have been developed to combine the superior piezoelectric properties of piezoelectric ceramics with the
mechanical properties of a polymermatrix allowing for high piezoelectric coupling characteristics with
increasedflexibility and toughness. These composites feature a particulate piezo phase embedded in a polymer
matrix. Newnham et al [4] distinguished 9 different types of connectivity of which the randomparticle
distribution, 0–3 composites with particlesmutually unconnected and thematrix fully connected in 3
dimensions, and a structured particle distribution, 1–3 composites withfibrous particles fully aligned and
connected in one dimensions, are themost relevant. Perfect 1–3 connectivity offers rather superior piezoelectric
properties in the direction of 2 alignment as compared to 0–3 composites. However, production of 1–3
composites is a complex process which often results in composites with a significant amount ofmicrostructural
imperfections,making it hard to predict their effective electromechanical properties using existing analytical
models [5–9]. As the currentmodels do not incorporatemicrostructural imperfections, they generally
overestimate the effective electromechanical properties. Better predictionsmay be obtained by using numerical
schemes, such as finite elementmodelling, or the self-consistent and generalized self-consistent schemes
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[6, 10–13]. FEMbasedmethods use numerical techniques that take into account electrical andmechanical
boundary conditions in a composite system that is represented by a unit cell. An advantage of FEMmethods is
no restrictions on connectivity patterns and inclusion sizes. However these are time consuming and
computationally expensive due to the large amount of iterations involved.

Recentlymany theoreticalmicromechanicsmodels of heterogeneous piezoelectric systems, such as porous
piezo-ceramics and ceramic-polymer composites, have emerged amongwhich the self-consistent andMori–Tanaka
(MT)methodshave received themost attention anduse [14–18]. The generalized self-consistentmethod is basedon
the three-phasemodel, i.e. an inclusion and a surrounding ringmatrix constitute a representative unit cell, which, in
turn, is embedded in an infinite composite [19, 20].MT is basedon the two-phasemodel of inclusion/matrix. It has
been shown that the generalized self-consistentmethod andMTmethod can verify eachother’s results [21–23].

In this paper a novel computationalmethod is proposed topredict the electromechanical properties of
structured piezoelectric ceramic-polymer compositeswith improved accuracy, taking into account several
(quantified) topological imperfections in the arrangement of the piezo electric particles. Themethod is essentially
based on the establishedMTmodel reformulated byBenveniste [23] and adopted byDunn andTaya [24]who
expanded theEshelby tensor to incorporate piezoelectric behaviour [14]. TheMT theory considers a single
inclusion in an infinitematrix aligned in a specified direction andhas been proven tobe an accurate and effective
model for the homogenizationof particulate composites. For this study a numerical approximation for the
Eshelby tensor is usedwhich has been extensively described and validated in a FEManalysis byAndrews et al [25].

2. Theory

2.1.Homogenization of 0–3 composites
To approximate the full set of electro-elastic properties of a 0–3 composite with significant accuracy, theMT
method can be applied to homogenize the effective properties. It is assumed that the particles are aligned in the
poling direction and that the inter-particle distance is large. By itself, theMTmethod cannot be used for
piezoelectric composites, whichwas addressed byDunn andTaya [24]whoderived the following relation for the
effective electro-elasticmodulus, Ec, of a particulate electro-active composite.

E E c E E A , 1c
r

N

r r r1
2

1å= + -
=

 ( ) ( )

where Er, cr, N andAr are the electro-elasticmoduli of the rth phase, the volume fraction of the rth phase, the
total number of phases (including thematrixmaterial) and the concentration tensor for the rth phase,
respectively. Thefirst phase is thematrix phase and it is denotedwith subscript 1.

Of all availablemethods that have relatively short computation times, theMTmethod has proven to give the
most accurate results [25–28]. TheMTmethod uses a concentration tensor which is represented by
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Ar
dil is the dilute concentration tensorwhich is expressed as
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where Sr is the Eshelby or constraint tensor for the rth phase. The Eshelby tensor is a function of the geometry of
the ellipsoidal particle or inclusionwith semi-axes a, b and c, and the electro-elastic properties, E1, of thematrix
phase.
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For an ellipsoidal inclusion the following relations define three distinct particle shapes.
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Anumerical approximation of the constraint and Eshelby tensors is provided byAndrews et al [25].

2.2. Randomly oriented particles
To approximate the effective properties of composites with randomly oriented particles theMTmethod can be
applied in combinationwith the rule ofmixtures. Thefirst step is to calculate the effective electro-elastic
properties for composites with aligned slender cylindrical particles, oriented in discretized Euler rotations,
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which replicate all possible directions. It should be noted that the poling axis remains in the 3-direction for all
these composites.

The previously discussed Eshelby tensor can be rotatedwith tensor transformation lawswhich allows the
generation of electro-elastic properties for composites with slender cylindrical particles with different
orientations. Because the electro-elastic Eshelby tensor is an extension of theVoigt notation and essentially not a
true tensor the transformation laws cannot be applied directly. Therefore, the transformation laws should first
be applied to the separate parts of the tensor before it is recompiled in theVoigt extension. Themodelling of 0–3
composites with randomly oriented particles using the rule ofmixtures is elaborated inmore detail byAndrews
et al [25].

2.3.Homogenization of 1–3 composites
In this section a newmethod is presented for the prediction of the effective properties of structured piezoelectric
compositematerials, also referred to as (quasi) 1–3 composites, with the piezoelectric charge constant d33 and
the composite permittivityκ in particular since they can be used to determine the piezoelectric voltage
coefficient, g33, and the energy efficiency. The theory behind themodel will be elucidated and an experimental
validation is performed to demonstrate themodel’s capabilities.

Columnisationof particles and its effect on the properties of PCMshas been described byBowen et al [29] and
Van denEnde et al [5, 7, 8, 30]who showed that columnisation can significantly improve the effective electro-
elastic properties of PCMs in the poling direction. They proposedmodels for the prediction of the composite
permittivity and thed33, respectively. Bowen’smodel for the permittivity assumes perfectly stacked particleswith
a discrete inter-particle spacing in the poling direction, also referred to as axial particlemisalignment. Van den
Ende’smodel for thed33 and g33 expands on this by additionally taking angularmisalignment of the cylindrical
particles into account. Thesemodels give goodpreliminary prediction results for 1–3 composites with a limited
amount of imperfections and act as the upper limit for thenewly developedmodel inwhich additional topological
imperfectionswill cause a further reductionof the composite’s properties. Benveniste [20] concluded that theMT
method already takes particle interaction into account up to a certain extentwhich implies that it can be used for
homogenizationof composites where particle interaction is present even though an infinite particle spacing is
assumed initially.

In the current approach theMTmethodwith Eshelby tensors is used twice in succession to determine the
properties of composites with columnised particles by redefining a column as a single virtual particle (VP)which
is in essence a composite in its own right [5]. The particulate columns or chains have a high aspect ratio and the
proposedmethod originates from the fact that for these high aspect ratios the values of the composite
performance parameters as a function of the particle volume fraction converge towards a common limit [25].
The contour of the limit for high aspect ratios is traversed by varying the volume fraction of particles within the
column.

For construction of aVP it is assumed that the particles in the column are close to each other within a section
that can be captured by a rectangle and that the formed chains or columns have an aspect ratio of at least 20, but
preferably 100 and up because the numerical error is smaller for higher aspect ratios. To have the geometry of the
VP complywith theMTmethod requirements an ellipse isfitted over the rectangle which incidentally also
reduces the very high particle volume fractionwithin the rectangle, increasing calculation accuracy. A schematic
representation of aVP is shown infigure 1.

The effective composite properties depend on several nonlinear functions, which aremainly influenced by
the volume fraction and aspect ratio of the piezoceramic phase [5, 7, 25–29, 31]. In order to correct for the high
VP volume fraction [26, 31] and incorporate columnisation and imperfections throughmanipulation of the
volume fraction of theVP the novel Virtual ParticleMori–Tanaka (VPMT)method is proposed.

TheVPMTmethod is a derivative of a non‐diluteMTmethod proposed by Schjødt‐Thomsen and Pyrz [32]
where an intermediate stepwith a comparisonmedium is used to account for high volume fraction deviations.
For structured composites this comparisonmedium is defined as being a two phase particulate piezoelectric
composite with the same initial phases as the basic composite. The volume fraction, cVP, of this composite can be
adjusted to account for the high‐volume fraction error and nonlinear conversion effects when using theVPwith
theMTmethod in a similar way that Schjødt‐Thomsen and Pyrz determine the non‐dilute solution for theMT
method. Themethod employs an intermediate value for the dilute concentration tensor, A ,r cm

dil
, which captures

the homogenized properties of aVP.

A I S E E E , 5r cm
dil

p m p m,
1 1= + -- -[ ( )] ( )

where I is the identity tensor, Sp is the Eshelby or constraint tensor for the piezoelectric phase, Em is the electro-
elastic tensor of thematrix and Ep is the electro-elastic tensor of the piezoelectricmaterial. Ar cm

dil
, is used in the

MTmethod to calculate the comparisonmedium’s electro-elastic tensor Ecmwith cVP. In the successive step, the
dilute concentration tensor of theVP, A ,r VP

dil
, is calculatedwith Ecm instead ofEm, forming
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where SVP is the constraint tensor for theVP. Ar VP
dil
, is usedwith a theVP’s aspect ratio and a corrected composite

volume fraction, cVPMT, which is expressed as a function of the piezoelectricmaterial’s initial volume fraction in
theVP, c 0VP, and its original volume fraction, cp.

c
c

c
. 7VPMT

p

VP
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The volume fraction that is used in the second step of theVPMTmethod is larger than the original volume
fraction because there is alsomatrixmaterial included in theVP. Thismethod distinguishes itself from the non-
diluteMTmethod through the change of the particle geometry and volume fraction bymeans of aVPwhich
accounts for the chain formation. The bounds for cVP are 0<cVP<=c .VP

0 For cVP=c VP
0 =1 the chains in

the composite are uninterrupted and perfectly oriented and the results should coincide with the results of the
MTmethodwhen the particle geometry is taken to be a continuouswire. By substituting equation (7) in (2), the
dilute concentration tensor of theVPMT is obtained as A :rVP

dil
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r

N
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2.4. Experimental determination of cVP
The value of cVP can be determined experimentally by comparing test results of 0–3 and 1–3 composites and
selecting a value for cVP that captures the differences in performance. The accuracy of the prediction of the
electro-elastic properties of the structured composite relies on an accurate determination of the properties of the
0–3 composite.

To demonstrate the prediction capabilities of the newly proposedmethod is given by fitting theMTmethod
to the experimental results ofmeasured d33 and permittivity of 0–3 composite samples published elsewhere [5].
Some of thematerial parameters that are used as input for theMTmodelmay have to be adjusted slightly with
respect to the nominal values because the properties of the composites’ constituents change due processing of
thematerial. Piezoceramics in particular experience significant changes in piezoelectric and dielectric properties
when ground after sintering [33–37]which results in changes of the effective electromechanical properties of the
composite inwhich they are embedded, different particle-matrix interaction [34–36], and different processing
behaviour [7, 38, 39, 41]. Because the piezoceramic powder is too small to conduct reliable property
measurements and because the particle size and shape are not uniform thematerial properties were altered in
such away that theMTmethod prediction is accurate. Since theMTmethod is considered to be very reliable it is
expected that the result in this case is similar to the result that would have been calculated had the rightmaterial
properties been available.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the virtual particle boundary for homogenization of columnised particles.
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Figure 2 shows the experimental d33 and g33 results of 0–3 and 1–3 samples as a function of the volume
fraction PZT granulate, as well as thefit prediction of theMTmethod and the calculated prediction of the newly
proposedmethod for several values of cVP.

It is shown thatwhen theMTmethod is appliedwell, the newly proposedmethod can yield exceptionally
wellmatching predictions for structured composites, here shown for cVP=0.06. The consistency of the analysis
is demonstrated by the optimal cVP fit value is the same for d33 as g33. Thefit value of cVP of 0.06 is considerably
lower than the value of cVP=0.5, whichwas approximately the initial volume fraction in theVPwhere
c0VP=0.55. Clearly the actual spatial arrangement of the particles deviates significantly from an equi‐spaced
perfectly aligned arrangement.

The cVP as derived here can serve as a simple yet informative figure ofmerit to gauge the quality of real
dielectrophoretically or otherwise structured PZT‐polymer composites.

2.5. Theoretical prediction of cVPusing imperfection parameters
While the cVP parameter gives an attractive single parameter to cover the effects of all topological imperfections,
it is desirable to analyse the effects of specific types of imperfections inmore detail. Topological defects can be
distinguished at a level of a single strand or chain of quasi-aligned particles and at the level of aggregated chains.
Thesewill nowbe analysed separately.

2.5.1. Single chain imperfections
The threemost commonly observed imperfections in isolated particulate chains are angularmisalignment, axial
misalignment and lateralmisalignment. Single chain formation ismost commonly found in composites with
low volume fraction of the piezoceramic phase.

2.5.2. Angularmisalignment
Themisalignment of particles with respect to the direction of the applied electric field causes the effective
properties of the composite in the field direction to be reduced. This is due to the fact that the particles are poled
in the field direction. Amisalignment of the particles will cause the effective particle length in the poling
direction to be reduced, therefore the particle aspect ratio as experienced by the composite is smaller as well. The
effects of the average orientation angle of chains of particles and the average orientation angle of particles within
the chains have been described byVan den Ende et al, as seen infigure 3 [5].

The effectiveAR of particles is expressed byVan den Ende et al as

AR AR1 sin 1 . 9eff q= + -( )( ) ( )

The effectiveAR of chains is expressed in a similar way.

AR AR_ 1 sin 1 . 10chain eff chain chainq= + -( )( ) ( )

The effective aspect ratios can directly be usedwith theVPMTmethod, leading to a decrease in effective
properties whenmisorientation is added, as is to be expected (figure 4). In thefigure it can be seen that the

Figure 2.Test results formeasured d33 and g33 for structured and randomwith the predicted values of theVPMTmethod, indicated
with a value for cVP, theMTmethod, structured composite test results (STR), and random composite test results (RTR).Material
parameters are based onPZT-5A and fully cured polyurethane resin (Crystal Clear 202).Material properties as defined in theComSol
material database [40].
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calculated results for theVPMTmethod are lower than those of theMTmethod for structured composites as
long as themisorientation angle is less than 100 the conventionalMTmodel describes the properties adequately.
For highermisorientation angles theMTmethod rather over-estimates the properties.

2.5.3. Axialmisfit
The average axialmisfit, lvs, see figure 5, can directly be usedwith theVPMTmethod or alternatively be
translated into an efficiency factor for cVPwhich allows for crossing the AR-limit boundary by reducing cVP to
mimic the increase of the inter-particle spacing.

A decrease of the volume fraction due to an increase in particle spacingwill lead to exponentially decaying
effective properties [5, 7, 8, 25]. The axialmisfit, shown infigure 5, is averaged over the inter-particle spacing
between vertically adjacent particles. The proposed function to describe this is

lcos tan . 11ips vsh = ( ( )) ( )

Infigure 6 it is shown thatmultiplying cVP by ηips drives the effective properties towards those of theMT
model, which is as expected since theMTmodel assumes an infinite spacing between particles.

The simulations on the effect of axialmisfit weremade forAR=5. Reducing the aspect ratio decreases the
initial values of theVPMTandMTmethods for zero spacing and the value forwhich theVPMTmethod attains
the same value as theMTmethod and vice versa, which is also found in the literature [5, 7, 8, 25].

Figure 3. Schematic of a cross section of aligned cylindrical particles including the particle dimensions,w,AR and average orientation
angle, θ [5].

Figure 4.Effects of particlemisorientation on the d33 andκ for the VPMTmethod compared to theMTmodel forAR=5, cp=0.1
and cVP=0.55.
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2.5.4. Lateralmisalignment
Another imperfection that can be defined is the average lateralmisalignment, llat, between the ends of adjacent
particles in a chain. This parameter will have a large effect in particular for particles with a small aspect ratio, the
reason being that the forcemay not travel efficiently through the particle but can partly bypass it through the
matrix. For large particles however, the influencewill be less since the force can travel fromone particle to
another bymeans of shear and a highermatrix loading in the vicinity of the particle edges, causing a larger
portion of the strain energy to travel through the particle instead of the adjacentmatrix. The average lateral
misalignment is defined as the average of lateral distances between the ends of adjacent particles within a chain
(figure 7). It is assumed that the adjacent particles are part of the same chain. To be part of a chain at least one end
of a particle should have a lateralmisalignment that is smaller than the particle width.

The average lateralmisalignment is incorporated in theVPMTmodel by using it to define an efficiency
factor that gauges how longitudinal stress is transferred between particles. For this case the stiffnesses levels of
the composites’ constituents are deemed unimportant since the force through the thickness of the composite
will have an affinity for the stiffest path and these effects are taken into account intrinsically by theMTmethod.

It can be imagined that if the particles are perfectly stacked the load pathwill travel uninterrupted through
the chain. If edgemisalignment is introduced, it is logical that an increased amount of energywill be lost to the
matrix in order to transfer the load fromone particle to another. The amount of energy that is lost will be a

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the vertical inter-particle spacing definition for theVPMTmodel.

Figure 6.Comparison of d33 andκ of the composite between theVPMTmethod and analyticalmodels for varying vertical inter-
particle spacingwith cp=0.1, AR=5, cVP=0.55ηips.
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function of the particle aspect ratio. The efficiency function describes the change in effective properties, such
that its impact is low for high aspect ratios and vice versa. It also includes factors that describe the drop in the
performance parameters due to increased lateral spacing and hindered stress propagation. The proposed
expression that complies with these demands is

l

l d

l

d
AR1 sin atan 1 . 12lat

lat

vs part

lat

part

1h = -
+

+ -
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥ ( )

cVP ismultipliedwith the efficiency factor to obtain a new cVP value. Even though the actual behaviour is highly
nonlinear the approximationwas found to be relatively accurate for lateral spacings that are smaller than twice
the particle thickness.

Figure 8 shows the decay of the d33 and dielectric constant for different particle aspect ratios. As shown the
effect of the lateral displacement is significant andmore so for shorter fibres.

2.5.5. Aggregated chain imperfections
The imperfections that occur in single chains also occur in situationswhere the single chains in a structured
composite have agglomerated intomulti-chains or columns, a behaviour that is found commonly for high
volume fractions. Additionally, such aggregated chains show two additional topological imperfections: particle
overlap and the bridging of gaps by particles. Even though these imperfectionsmay occur in single chains aswell,
for dielectophoretically structured composites such forms of topological imperfections are unlikely given the
physical forcefield causing the alignment of the particles.

2.5.6. Overlap
Particles that overlap cause the surrounding stress-field to be augmented and therefore the strain in each
involved particle changes. Because the connection between the particles is throughmatrixmaterialmore energy
will be absorbed by thematrix resulting in less strain in the particles and lower effective composite properties.
The average overlap length, lol, is defined as the average fraction of themean particle length that overlapswith
any adjacent particles (figure 9).

In addition to the average overlap length, the efficiency function for the overlap should contain a factor that
describes the energy transfer as a function of thematerial stiffnesses. If thematrixmaterial is considerably less
stiff than the piezoelectricmaterial, the piezoelectricmaterial will attract a large portion of stress. However, if the
materials have approximately the same stiffness the forcewillflow straight from the top of the composite to the
bottomwithout alterations in the load path andwithout being diverted to the piezoelectric particles. The force
transfer between particles in amatrix with large differences in stiffness and dependency on particle shape and
spacing is highly nonlinear. In order to incorporate the energy loss in an efficiency function, the expected
physical behaviour should be broken down into comprehensible steps.

Consider an uninterrupted (ideal) chainwith locally a particle that has twice the thickness of other particles
and amatrixmaterial with negligible stiffness. In the thicker particle the strainwill be half that of the rest of the

Figure 7. Schematic representation of the lateralmisalignment definition for theVPMTmethod.
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chain. The total output of this section remains the same since the strain is halved, but the area is doubled. If the
particle is split into two equal parts across its length and graduallymoved away from the chain, it can be
imagined that the strain in the particle in the chainwill increase and that the strain in the separated particle will
decrease. Because thematrix deforms easily the force will be distributed equally over the parts of the split particle
for zero lateral spacing and it will be only on the in-chain particle for a large lateral spacing. This is due to the
matrix deforming freely causing the strain to be dissipated before it reaches the separated particle. Because the
longitudinal strain in a piezoelectric particle is commonly small with respect to the particle’s dimensions, it is
expected that the force that is transferred to the separated particle diminishes quickly for increased lateral

Figure 8.Effects of lateralmisalignment on the composite d33 andκ for a particle width of 5mm (top:AR=5 cp=0.1, cVP=0.55),
(bottom:AR=20 cp=0.1, cVP=0.55* ηlat).

Figure 9. Schematic representation of the particle overlap definition for the VPMTmethod.
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distance.When thematrixmaterial is stiffer, it will absorbmore energy upon deformation, but its ability to
transfer force between laterally spaced particles becomesmore prevalent.

The energy that is lost through overlap is proposed to be capturedwith the following efficiency factor

l

l

Y

Y
1

1
, 13ol

ol

olat

m

p

h = -
+

( )

where lolat is the average lateral distance between the surfaces of the overlapping areas, whereYm andYp is the
stiffness of thematrix and particle respectively.

The three parameters that influence the overlap efficiency function showdifferent kinds of behaviour as
shown infigures 10–12. Contrary to other imperfection parameters the particle overlap does not converge
toward theMT results since it is assumed that there still are columns present in thematerial. Since the proposed
efficiency function does not converge towards theMTmodel, it ismore difficult tofine tune the function and to
assess if the impact has the rightmagnitude. It can however be concluded that the function is very versatile and
therefore it offers good prospects forfine tuning capabilities.

2.5.7. Gap-bridging
The average gap-bridging length, lb, is defined as the average fraction of themean particle aspect ratio that is
adjacent to a vertical gap between two stacked particles and overlapping both particles’ ends (figure 13).

The gap-bridging effect is a positive effect which increases the effective properties of theVP. The spacing
between the bridged particles is considered to be axialmisalignment. The gap-bridging function converges to its
neutral point (which is 1) for a large lateral spacing and highmatrix stiffness. The efficiency function for the gap-

Figure 10.Effect of particle overlap on the composite d33 andκ as a function of overlap length (AR=5, cp=0.1, cVP=0.55 * ηol,
Ym/Yp=0.1, lolat=0.3mm).

Figure 11.Effect of particle overlap on the composite d33 andκ as a function of lateral distance (AR=5, cp=0.1, cVP=0.55 * ηol,
Ym/Yp=0.1, lol=0.3).
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bridging parameter contains the average fraction of themean particle length that is bridging a gap, lb, the average
lateral distance of the particle from the gap, lolat, the average number of bridges per particle, nb, and the stiffnesses
of the composite constituents,Ym andYp, for reasonsmentioned in the previous section on particle overlap. It is
proposed to use an efficiency function similar to the function thatwas used for the particle overlap. The gap-
bridging factor ηb that is proposed is

l

l

Y

Y Y
l n1

1
. 14b

ol

olat

p

p m
b bh = +

+ +
( )

Since the formula is quite similar to that for particle overlap only the effects of the number of bridges per
particle and the bridged length are shown infigure 14 to illustrate that it is a beneficial function and that an
optimumcan be found for certain combinations of parameters inwhich the energy is distributedmore
efficiently over the piezoelectric phase.

The impact of gap-bridging has not been researched thoroughly for particulate composites and as for the
other imperfectionsmore research is needed to check the validity of the proposed efficiency function. It can
however be stated that the trends are as desired. The gap-bridging efficiency function showed trends similar to
that of the overlap function and therefore it has the same difficulties with assessment of themagnitude of the
impact andfine-tuning capabilities. However, the gap-bridging function is very versatile and offer good
prospects forfine tuningwhenmore insight is gained in themechanics behind this imperfection.

2.5.8. Overall Imperfection parameter
The efficiency parameters defined in the previous sections are allmultiplication factors to adjust the cVP value
and therefore they can be combined using the following equation for a correction factor that takes into account
multiple topological imperfections.

Figure 12.Effect of particle overlap on the composite d33 andκ as a function ofYm/Yp ratio (AR=5, cp=0.1, cVP=0.55 * ηol, lol=0.3,
lolat=0.3).

Figure 13. Schematic representation of particle gap-bridging definition for theVPMTmethod.
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. 15ips lat ol b* * *h h h h h= ( )

The imperfection volume fraction, cimp, is subsequently expressed as

c c . 16imp VP
0 *h= ( )

The imperfection volume fraction is used in the calculation as input for theVPMTmodel instead of cVP and
shows a lot of potential to obtain accurate property predictions. The range of η is theoretically 0<η<=1. For
empirically optimized dielectrophoretically structured composites the imperfection factor is about 0.8 [5, 9, 16]
showing that some significant improvement in properties can be obtained.

3. Conclusions

AnewVPMTmethod for the prediction of the properties of particulate composites with imperfections was
proposed. Themodel has theMTmodel as a lower bound and it coincides with theMTmethod for high aspect
ratios, complyingwith the desired behaviourwhich ranges between the dilute limit and the saturated limit.

Efficiency functionswere proposed for angular, axial, and lateralmisalignment and particle overlap. Angular
misalignment is taken into account in a very directmanner and it has the largest impact on the effective
properties, yielding a 10%decrease in performance parameters for an 8 degreemisalignment angle. Axialmisfit
causes the performance of the composite to converge towards the results of the diluteMTmodel rapidly
dependingmainly on the particle aspect ratio. The other imperfection parameters’ efficiency functions have a
moderate influence but together they can reduce the effective composite properties by a further to 20%. The only
beneficial topological defect leading to an increase in properties over a perfectly structured composite is particle
gap-bridgingwhich shows an optimumvalue forwhich the strain energy ismost efficiently distributed over the
surrounding piezoelectric particles. However, the effects of gap-bridging are low compared to the influence of
other, clearly detrimental, parameters. Taking realistic degrees of topological imperfections in quasi 1–3
composites it is predicted that the effective dielectric and piezoelectric properties of currently produced quasi
1–3 PZTpolymer composites are 20%–50%of the values for perfectly aligned and spaced particulate
composites.
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